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The study of the mechanics of tumbling toast provides an informative and entertaining project for
undergraduates. The relatively recent introduction of software packages to facilitate the analysis of
video recordings, and the numerical solution of complex differential equations, makes such a study
an attractive candidate for inclusion in an experimental physics course at the undergraduate level. In
the study reported here it is found that the experimentally determined free fall angular velocity of
a board, tumbling off the edge of a table, can only be predicted at all accurately if slipping is taken
into account. The size and shape of the board used in the calculations and in the experiments were
roughly the same as that of a piece of toast. In addition, it is found that the board, tumbling from
a standard table of height 76 cm, will land butter-side down~neglecting any bounce! for two ranges
of overhang (d0). d0 is defined as the initial distance from the table edge to a vertical line drawn
through the center of mass when the board is horizontal. For our board~length 10.2 cm! the
approximate ranges of overhang are 0–0.8 and 2.7–5.1 cm. The importance of the 0–0.8 cm~only
2% of all possible overhangs for which tumbling is possible! favoring a butter-side down landing
should not be underestimated when pondering the widely held belief that toast, tumbling from a
table, usually falls butter-side down. ©2001 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past five years a number of papers dealing w
the mechanics of tumbling toast have appeared in
literature.1–5 These interesting and entertaining papers w
motivated, in part, by a desire to verify and explain the po
larly held belief that toast, falling from a table, usually lan
butter-side down.

A simplified theoretical treatment of the dynamics of tum
bling toast has been given by Matthews,1 and independently
by Steinert.3 These treatments assume that the toast has
ligible thickness and that the toast leaves the table once
maximum static friction force is exceeded. With these
sumptions, the free fall angular velocity can be determin
analytically @see Eqs.~14! and ~15! below#. For a range of
coefficients of static friction~0.2–0.6! it was found that the
free fall angular velocities of tumbling toast~see Table II of
Ref. 3! were such that the toast would rotate through ang
less than 270° when falling from a table of height 76 cm~see
Table III of Ref. 3!. This means that the toast lands butte
side down. However, for small overhangs the angle of ro
tion is often less than 90°, implying a butter-side up landi
This is not shown in Table III of Ref. 3 but can be eas
verified ~see our Fig. 8!. On the other hand, Matthews, usin
the same theoretical framework as Steinert, argues tha
toast falls butter-side down for small overhangs.

Experimentally, Stevenson and Bacon5 found that there
seemed to be agreement between the angular velocity c
lated from measurements of the angle at which the toast
pears to leave the table@see Eq.~14! below#, and the experi-
mentally measured free fall angular velocity. However,
magnitude of the angular velocity was significantly larg
than one would expect on the basis of the theory develo
by Matthews and Steinert, assuming coefficients of st
friction in the range 0.2–0.6. Clearly there are a number
inconsistencies in the studies carried out heretofore.

Until a few years ago, further experimental and theoreti
investigation of tumbling toast might have been tedious a
38 Am. J. Phys.69 ~1!, January 2001 http://ojps.aip.org
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hardly worth the effort. However with the availability o
video analysis software packages such asVIDEOPOINT6 to aid
the experimental investigation, and the availability of soph
ticated modeling programs such asSTELLA7 to facilitate the
numerical solution of nonlinear differential equations with
minimum of programming effort, the detailed study of tum
bling toast becomes a viable and interesting project for
dergraduates in an experimental physics course.

In the present paper we report on measurements of
coefficients of kinetic and static friction for a board, o
roughly the same dimensions as a piece of toast, and pre
theoretical calculations of the expected angular velocity
free fall using a theoretical framework which includes sli
ping. The theoretical free fall angular velocities are co
pared to previous calculations and to experimental res
obtained from video recordings of a tumbling board. Final
the total angle of rotation, during free fall from a table
height 76 cm, is computed for various overhangs, and
results compared with observations of butter-side down
butter-side up landings. Although the coefficients of frictio
for a piece of toast and the board we have used can be q
different, theory indicates that the general behavior exhibi
by board and toast is quite similar. Suggestions for additio
projects involving tumbling objects are given in the fin
section.

II. THEORY

A common bread in Greenville, PA is Nickles jumb
wheat. This bread is made by the Alfred Nickles bakery
Navarre, OH. According to the label on the packaging
Alfred Nickles bakery has been producing ‘‘quality bake
goods for a century.’’ A slice of this fine bread measur
roughly 1039.531.3 cm. Some initial experiments5 were
performed with toast made from this bread, but the unev
ness of the surfaces, the crumbly nature of the toast, va
tions from slice to slice, and its tendency to become hard
brittle over time affects the reproducibility of the exper
ments. Consequently, a plywood board, of comparable
38/ajp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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mensions (10.2310.831.3 cm), was used for the detaile
study presented in this paper. The term board and toast
be used interchangeably in this paper.

Consider a board of half lengtha and thicknessb placed
on a horizontal surface~such as a table! so that the center o
mass of the board extends past the edge of the surface.
initial overhang (d0) is defined to be the horizontal distanc
from the edge of the table to a vertical line drawn throu
the center of mass when the board is horizontal~in the case
of the board, this is the geometric center!. For 0,d0,a, the
board will tumble from the horizontal surface since its cen
of gravity overhangs the edge of the table.

Figure 1 shows the free body diagram, and the polar
ordinate system (r ,u), used to theoretically analyze the d
namics of tumbling toast.

The dynamics of the tumbling board~assumed to be a
rigid body! is governed by:~a! Newton’s second law applied
to the center of mass:

( Fext5mac.m., ~1!

and ~b! the torque-angular momentum equation:

( tc.m.5dJc.m./dt. ~2!

For the case of tumbling toast shown in Fig. 1, the angu
momentum (Jc.m.) can be written as

Jc.m.5I c.m.ȧ. ~3!

Applying Eq. ~1! to Fig. 1 yields

FN sinb2F f cosb1mgsin~u2b0!5m~ r̈ 2r u̇2!, ~4!

2FN cosb2F f sinb1mgcos~u2b0!5m~r ü12ṙ u̇ !.
~5!

Applying Eq. ~2!, with Jc.m. given by ~3!, gives

~FN cosb!r 1F fb/25m~a2/31b2/12!ä. ~6!

a, b, andu are related througha5u2b01b. b0 is con-

stant and is given by tanb05b/(2d0). Therefore,ä5 ü1b̈
and Eq.~6! can be written

~FN cosb!r 1F fb/25m~a2/31b2/12!~ ü1b̈ !. ~7!

In these equations,r 5A(b2/41d2), sinb5b/(2r), and
cosb5d/r. Using sinb5b/(2r), it can be shown that

Fig. 1. Coordinate system~r,u! and geometry for the tumbling board.
39 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 2001
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ḃ52 ṙ b/~2r 2 cosb! ~8!

and

b̈5 ṙ 2 sinb~11cos2 b!/~r 2 cos3 b!2 r̈ tanb/r . ~9!

Equations~4!, ~5!, and~7!–~9! are the most general equa
tions describing the dynamics of tumbling toast.

Initially, as the toast begins to rotate about an axis alo
the edge of the table, there is no slipping. Hence,r 5r 0 and
b5b0 are constants, anda5u. For this initial situation,
therefore, Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~6! become

FN sinb02F f cosb01mgsin~u2b0!52mr0u̇2, ~10!

2FN cosb02F f sinb01mgcos~u2b0!5mr0ü, ~11!

~FN cosb0!r 01F fb/25m~a2/31b2/12!ü. ~12!

r 0 is constant and is given byr 05A(b2/41d0
2), whered0

is the initial overhang; sinb05b/(2r0) and cosb05d0 /r0 are
also constant.

Combining~11! and ~12! yields

ü5~r 0g cos~u2b0!!/~~a21b2!/31d0
2!. ~13!

The equations for thin toast, under no-slip conditions,
veloped by Matthews1 and Steinert,3 can be obtained from
Eqs. ~10!, ~11!, and ~13! by setting b50, b050, and r 0

5d0 . The equations can then be solved for angular veloc

( u̇5ȧ) and for the ratioF f /FN to yield1,3

ȧ25~6gd0 sina!/~a213d0
2!, ~14!

F f /FN5~119d0
2/a2!tana. ~15!

The toast begins to slip whenF f /FN becomes equal to the
coefficient of static friction. Steinert,3 using a range of coef-
ficients of static friction, calculated critical values ofa from
~15!. The critical value ofa is the angle that the toast make
with the horizontal at the moment of slipping. The angu
velocity at these angles~the critical angular velocity! was
then calculated using Eq.~14!. The free fall angular veloci-
ties were assumed by Steinert to be equal to these ang
velocities. This implicitly assumes that the toast leaves
table once slipping starts~see Tables I–III of Ref. 3!.

In the experiments performed by Stevenson and Bacon5 a
tumbling board and a piece of tumbling toast were record
on videotape at 30 frames per second. The experimen
determined free fall angular velocities were found to be s
nificantly greater than any predicted from reasonable coe
cients of static friction~0.2–0.6!, but tended to agree with
those calculated from Eq.~14! using measurements of th
angle at which the toast appeared to leave the table. H
ever, the precise time and angle at which the board leaves
table are difficult to measure because of insufficient ti
resolution~1/30 s!.

In Ref. 5 it was suggested that the larger than expec
free fall angular velocities may be due to assumptions
garding the use of the standard expression for static fric
(F f<msFN) and/or due to the neglect of any sliding motio
In addition to these two factors it was suggested that
thickness of the board may also play a role. As we shall s
the latter effect is of minor importance.
39Bacon, Heald, and James
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
COEFFICIENTS OF STATIC AND KINETIC
FRICTION

A. Static friction

The coefficient of static friction was determined by vide
taping the board while it was gently tilted and began to sli
Then VIDEOPOINT was used to measure the angle at wh
slipping began. Figure 2 shows a typical video frame at
time of slipping. The angle that the plane of the board ma
with the surface of the table is gently increased using
thumb to control and push down on the board. Without
use of the video it is almost impossible to obtain a relia
measure of the angle.

Application of Newton’s second law withac.m.50, and
using the condition thatF f5msFN at the point of slipping,
leads toms5tanac . The angleac is the angle at which slip-
ping begins. Repeated measurement ofac yielded a value for
ms50.3260.02.

It should be noted that in measurements made
Matthews,1 the coefficients of static friction for bread an
toast were measured by simply tilting the surface upon wh
the toast was placed. We have found, however, that the
efficient of static friction measured in this way can be qu
different from that measured for an edge. For example,
our board the coefficient of static friction for flat surfac
contact was found to be about 0.4 as opposed to 0.32 fo
edge. On the other hand, for our Nickles toast, the coeffic
of static friction was found to be 0.58 for the flat surface a
0.62 for the edge. Hence, for the Nickles toast the edge f
tion is larger than that for a flat surface, while the reverse
true for the board. In addition, we note that the coefficient
static friction for Nickles toast is significantly higher tha
that for the toast used by Matthews (m50.25). For any
quantitative work it is therefore important to measure
coefficients of friction for the tumbling object and the ed
one is going to use.

Fig. 2. Typical video frame used to measure the coefficient of static fric
for a tumbling board in contact with an edge. The thumb is used to con
the gentle tilting of the board. Generally the video clip contains a numbe
slipping frames as the experimenter gets a feel for controlling the boar
40 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 2001
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B. Kinetic friction

The coefficient of kinetic friction was measured by recor
ing the motion of the board sliding on two edges of the sa
table material as shown in Fig. 3.

By applying Newton’s second law to this situation an
using the relationshipF f5mkFN , it is easy to show that

mk5~g sina2ac.m.!/~g cosa!.

a is the angle the board makes with the horizontal, andac.m.
is the acceleration of the center of mass.

Using VIDEOPOINT the position of the board can be me
sured as a function of time. A plot of these data as a funct
of time for one value ofa is shown in Fig. 4. Also shown is
a fit of the data to the functionac.m.t

2/2 usingPSIPLOT.8 This
yielded the accelerationac.m.. Using different angles, the
value of the coefficient of kinetic friction was determined
be mk50.2460.02.

n
ol
f

Fig. 3. Typical video frame from a video used to measure the coefficien
kinetic friction of a board in contact with an edge.

Fig. 4. Position vs time graph obtained from video~Fig. 3!.
40Bacon, Heald, and James
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IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE ANGULAR VELOCITY
OF A TUMBLING BOARD

The motion of our tumbling board, after it left the tabl
was recorded at 30 frames per second for different value
overhang. The video recordings were then analyzed u
VIDEOPOINT, and the angle alpha as a function of time w
determined. Figure 5 shows a frame of the video~for an
overhang of 1.1 cm! with a typical set of angular measure
ments superimposed. The angular measurements were
after the board left the table.

Figure 6 shows a plot of the measured angle versus ti
and a fit of the data to a straight line. The slope of the line
the free fall angular velocity.

Table I gives the various overhangs, the correspond
measured average angular velocities, and their standard
viations. These data are shown plotted in Fig. 7 along w
the theoretical predictions.

The solid lines are the theoretical results for a board w
thickness 1.3 cm and the dashed lines are for a board
zero thickness. To obtain these curves, Eqs.~10!, ~11!, and

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for measuring the free fall angular velocity a
function of overhang.

Fig. 6. Typical data~closed dots! of angle of rotation vs time during free
fall. The solid line is a straight line fit to the data.
41 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 2001
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~13! were first solved numerically foru̇ andu usingSTELLA.

An analytic solution foru̇ is possible but the solution foru
involves an elliptic integral. The ratioF f /FN was also cal-

culated using these equations, and the values ofu̇ andu, for

F f /FN50.32, were determined. These are the values ou̇
andu at which slipping begins. With these values,r 5r 0 , ṙ
50 as initial conditions, and a coefficient of kinetic frictio
mk50.24, Eqs.~4!, ~5!, ~7!, and~9! were then solved numeri

cally for u̇, u, ṙ , r, andḃ. The angular velocity,ȧ5 u̇1ḃ,
when the normal force (FN) became zero was then dete
mined. This is the free fall angular velocity. As can be se
from Fig. 7, the agreement between theory and experim
over the range of overhangs considered, is excellent.
theoretical curves for thin toast were calculated in a sim
fashion. The STELLA models can be viewed athttp://
www.thiel.edu/academics/physics/projects/toast/default.h.

From Fig. 7, we can conclude that slipping plays an
sential role in the dynamics of tumbling toast, and must
considered in order to get agreement with the measured
gular velocities. Previous theory~Matthews1 and Steinert3!
predicts the lower solid curve, which is in complete disagr

a

Table I. Experimentally determined angular velocities for different ov
hangs.

Overhang
~cm!

Measured angular velocity
~rad/s!

0.10 6.9360.26
0.30 8.8060.24
0.55 10.0360.34
0.85 10.9060.36
1.10 11.5760.37
1.30 12.260.67
1.60 12.4760.62
1.85 12.5760.37
2.10 12.1760.31
2.30 12.4360.55

Fig. 7. Experimental angular velocity~closed dots with error bars! vs over-
hang for a tumbling board~length 2a510.2 cm and thicknessb51.3 cm.
ms50.32,mk50.24). Solid lines are the theoretical curves obtained by
merically solving the differential equations for the case of a thick boa
Dashed lines are the theoretical results for a board with zero thickness.
lower two curves are the curves obtained using the simple theory w
ignores slipping.
41Bacon, Heald, and James
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ment with experiment. In addition, Fig. 7 shows that thic
ness plays a rather minor role in determining the final an
lar velocity.

V. BUTTER-SIDE UP OR BUTTER-SIDE DOWN?

The butter-side up or butter-side down behavior of o
board was investigated by varying the overhang and obs
ing whether the board came to rest with its butter side up
down in a sandbox positioned underneath the edge of
table. The use of the sandbox prevented any bounce.
table surface was adjusted so that it was 76 cm above
surface of the sand. Table II shows the experimental res

Clearly this behavior is quite different from the behavi
one might expect from the data given in Table III of Ref.
According to that table, a board with coefficient of sta
friction around 0.3 should land butter-side down for all b

Table II. Observed butter-side up or butter-side down behavior of a t
bling board.

Overhang~cm!
60.02 cm

Board lands
butter-side

0.10 Down
0.30 Down
0.63 Down
0.79 Down
0.81 Up
0.85 Up
1.10 Up
1.30 Up
1.60 Up
1.85 Up
2.10 Up
2.35 Up
2.80 Up
3.03 Down
3.28 Down
3.40 Down
3.7 Down
42 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 2001
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the largest overhangs. It should also be noted that the ca
lations show that the board should land butter-side up
overhangs close to zero~see our Fig. 8! since the board ro-
tates through less than 90° for the smallest overhangs.

The STELLA modeling program can easily be adapted
determine the butter up–butter down behavior of the boa
Referring to Fig. 1, where the positivey axis is taken to be
vertically up and the origin is at the table edge, they coor-
dinate of the center of mass is given by

y52r sin~u2b0!.

Differentiating with respect to time yields they component
of the center-of-mass velocity,

ẏ52 ṙ sin~u2b0!2r cos~u2b0!u̇.

The values ofr, ṙ , u, andu̇, as the board breaks contact wi
the edge, can be obtained from theSTELLA modeling pro-
gram as a function of overhang. Hence the initial valuesy0

andẏ0) for they coordinate andy component of the velocity
for the free falling center of mass can be determined. T
angle between the surface of the board and the horizonta
the board leaves the edge (a0), and the corresponding angu
lar velocity (ȧ0) ~the free fall angular velocity!, can also be
obtained from theSTELLA model. Using these values, they
coordinate of the edge of the board nearest the floor at
instant of time can be calculated using

y~ t !nearest edge5y01 ẏ0t24.9t22ausin~a01ȧ0t !u.

From this equation, the time (t f) and the corresponding tota
angle of rotationaT5(a01ȧ0t f) for ynearest edge5276 cm
can be calculated. The board will land butter-side down
90°,aT,270°; otherwise it will land butter-side up. Th
calculatedaT is shown plotted as a function of overhang
Fig. 8 ~solid line!. The dashed curve is the curve genera
using the computational procedure of Ref. 3. Comparison
Fig. 8 and Table II shows that our theoretical calculatio
predict the observed behavior very well, while calculatio
which ignore slipping~dashed curve! do not.

-

-

e
r
d

Fig. 8. Theoretical calculations of to
tal angle of rotation for board~length
2a510.2 cm and thicknessb51.3
cm, ms50.32,mk50.24), falling from
a surface 76 cm above the floor. Th
board lands butter-side down fo
angles of rotation between 90° an
270°.
42Bacon, Heald, and James
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR
FURTHER STUDY

In order to obtain an accurate description of the behav
of tumbling toast, the slipping regime must be include
When this is done good agreement between the theore
free fall angular velocity and the experimentally observ
angular velocity is obtained. Consequently, the butter-side
or down behavior of a tumbling board can only be explain
if slipping is taken into account.

As can be seen from Fig. 8 and Table II, the board use
the study reported here lands butter-side down, when fal
from a table 76 cm high, for overhangs given by

0,d0,0.8 cm, 2.7.d0,5.1 cm.

These two ranges constitute about 63% of the comp
overhang range. At first glance this might seem somew
discouraging~for butter-side downers! since it would be nice
if the board almost always fell butter-side down as is p
dicted by calculations which ignore slipping. Unfortunate
this is not the case. However, the importance of the 0–
cm range of overhangs should not be underestimated, e
though it constitutes only about 2% of the overhang ran
for which tumbling is possible. It is important because th
overhang range has to occur in almost all plausible accid
scenarios~e.g., the toast is carelessly bumped off a table t!
before tumbling takes place. If toast invariably lands butt
side down when it is accidentally displaced from a table,
popular opinion would have us believe, then the ‘‘usual co
ditions’’ ~initial speed and horizontal position! of the toast as
it leaves the table needs to be established and shown t
consistent with a small overhang at low speed~see also Ref.
1!.

For those who might be interested in pursuing this v
subject further we have a number of suggestions for furt
study.

~1! The STELLA modeling program can be easily adapt
to study the dynamics of a board that slides toward the e
with varying speeds before tumbling. This could also
fairly easy to set up experimentally using a ramp.

~2! Asymmetric orientations of the toast could also
studied theoretically and experimentally. Clearly the ac
dental displacement of toast does not dictate that the t
arrive at the edge in a nice symmetric fashion.

~3! What about bagels? Do bagels fall cream-cheese-
down? Does the universe favor bagels? The nice thing a
a bagel, besides the hole in the middle, is its symmetry.

~4! Is there a way to redesign the edge of a table or plat
ensure that toast will almost always rotate through more t
270° ~or less than 90°! and hence never fall butter-sid
down?

~5! Perhaps the shape of a loaf of bread can be change
that toast made from that bread never lands butter-side do
How would toast shaped like a dog biscuit, a pierogie, o
triangle behave?

Finally we note that, during the present investigation,
tempts were made to make a comparison between the ex
43 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 2001
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mentally measureda’s and r’s while the board was in con
tact with the table, and the values predicted theoretically,
videotaping the board from close up. This met with mix
success because of the inadequate time resolution~30
frames/s! and unknown shutter speed of the video recordi
In most cases, however, we were able to confirm a ballp
time for the onset of slipping and a time and angle for loss
contact with the edge consistent with that expected from
theory and consistent with previous measurements.5

If the frame capture speed can be increased~to 100–200
frames/s! it would be interesting to carry out a detailed com
parison between the theoretically predicted and experim
tally measureda’s and r’s. This is a particularly intriguing
prospect since theSTELLA simulation ~with a thick board!
indicates that at the start of the motion the static fricti
force must point outwards away from the edge. As time g
on the static friction becomes zero and then pulls inwar
reaching its maximum static value roughly midway throu
the motion. In the simulations run to date, the assumpt
was then made that the friction force drops immediately
its kinetic value (mkFN) and remains there for the remaind
of the time that the board is in contact with the edge. Perh
with improved time resolution, detailed studies could yie
information on the complex behavior of friction and in pa
ticular the velocity weakening and strengthening of kine
friction.9,10 In this regard it should be noted that theSTELLA
modeling program allows for the inputting of variations
mk in the form of a graph.
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